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Coffee crunch

Senior football players
p:r:epare for final game.
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Student execs
going to court
Kocis impeachment quashed;
part-time status to be reviewed
By HEIDI KEIBLER
Student government editor

CHET PIOTROWSKI/Staff photographer
John Cassis, a motivational speakerfor the Chicago Bears, speaks to the
crowd during his speech Wednesday in the Grand Ballroom in the Martin
Luther King Jr. University UnioTL

Speaker: Labels disable
By KAREN WOLDEN
Activities editor
John Cassis watched Ernie beat
him in golf.
Ernie, 85, invited himself to join
Cassis, 46, in a golf game. Cassis
accepted the stranger's offer with
hesitation, thinking the game would
be lame because of the man's age.
"He walked faster than me, hit the
ball straighter then me, and was a
pure joy to be around," said Cassis,
the Chicago Bears' pre-game motivational speaker.
"We love to label people," Cassis
told the crowd of about 450 Eastern

faculty, students and community
members Wednesday. "We label
races, cultures, genders, kids, departments of universities.
''When we label people, we disable
people."
Ernie was one of several key people who prompted Cassis, a former
Ca,lifornia Angel, minister and director for World Relief, to start motivating audiences as a career.
Cassis delivers speeches like
Wednesday's "Catching a Second
Wind," to more than 100,000 people a
year, including the Bears, the
" See BEARS Page 2

A second attempt to impeach the
Student Government's Financial Vice
President, Jeff Kocis, was shot down
16-6 by the senate Wednesday.
A petition was brought before the
senate Wednesday by senate members
Jodi Chapman, Harvey Pettry,
Shannon Andrews, Nick Bart and
Daniel Lamboley requesting the impeachment of Kocis for his alleged failure to submit weekly financial statements to the senate and serve his
required office hours.
For impeachment to occur, the senate must first vote to go into executive
session to hear the arguments for and
against the impeachment. The senate
voted unanimously to go into executive
session'..
The impeachment must then be
voted on and approved by a two-thirds
majority of the members present. After
a 90-minute executive session, the senate voted against the impeachment.
Pettry said he and the other petition
endorsers distributed petitions among
the student body asking the senate to
go into executive session to consider
the impeachment. Nearly 200 students
signed the petitions in less than one
day.
Pettry commended the efforts of the
senate members who voted in favor of
the impeachment and said he would
like to know the reasoning of those who
voted against it.
"Considering how explicit the
(Student Government) Constitution is,
I can't see how anyone could vote no for
correct reasons," he said.
Senate members John Bagel, Derik

AB i;eq_uest

amended
by senate
ByJ'OHNCOX
Staff writer

The Student Senate amended
and approved the Apportionment
Board's allocation to $12,350
Wednesday, effectively allowing the
University Board to bring Anita
Hill to speak for Women's History
~d Awareness Month in March.
The vote ended a three-week
long debate over how much student fee money the UB should
:receive to pay for a speaker.
Student Senate members twice
sent back the AB's original recommended allocation of $8,000 before
finally deciding to amend the allocation.
There was some confusion
among members of Student
t See SENATE Page 2
Day, Bryan Gutraj, Amy Decker, Chris
Ross and Tracy Sargent voted against
the impeachment.
Day said the charges brought
against Kocis were not sufficient for an
impeachment.
"I don't think anybody does their job
perfect," he said. "Everyone makes mis• See IMPEACH Page 2

Let's play 2 (concerts)
UB gunning for two alternative groups
"We are supposed to meet with (Athletic
Director Bob McBee) sometime between now
and the week we get back from break," Kunz
The Office of Student Activities and the added.
University Board are trying to organize two
Although he does not know if a January or
concerts for next spring, said John Kunz, con- February concert date can be scheduled, Kunz
cert coordinator for the UB.
said, his office already has performers in mind.
Last year, Eastern hosted bands Blind Melon
"I don't want to say who we are looking at for
on March 12 and They Might Be Giants on the (January-February) date," Kunz said. "It is
April 23. Fewer than half of the seats for each of a more alternative band. I will say it has songs
the shows was sold.
in the Top 20 right now.
Kunz said the UB is still trying to get a secThe unnamed band is currently on tour with
ond date in Lantz Gymnasium for early in the an opening act, Kunz said.
semester.
Despite the January-February concert date
"We only have one date at Lantz so far, that's being questionable, Kunz said, organizers have
April 29," said Kunz, who took the VB job after decided what band to seek for the April 29 date.
the Parents Weekend concert on Oct. 29. "We
"One band we are looking at is Big Head
are trying to get another date in Lantz some• See BANDS Page 2
time in late January or early February."

By BRIAN HUCHEL
Campus editor

Photo courtesy of Warner Brothers
Big Head Todd and The Monsters could be coming to CharlestoTL
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takes. My personal feeling is
there wasn't enough for an
impeachment."
Gufraj said it is "ludicrous"
to expect Kocis to submit a
financial statement each week.
Bart disagreed, saying Kocis
"doesn't do his job" and "most
definitely" should have been
impeached.
"I don't think the right thing
happened," he said. "It's a
shame we didn't h.ave a full
senate to decide the issue. I
think the students were done
a disservice."
Chapman said she finds it

t

''hard to believe" the members
voting against the impeachment were not doing so
because of "personal ties" to
Kocis.
"The evidence was clear and
indisputable,'' she said. ''And it
still didn't pass."
Also at Wednesday's meeting, Bart submitted a formal
request that the Student
Government Supreme Court
investigate Kocis and Board of
Governors Student Representative Matt Giordano for their
apparent violation of the constitution.
Kocis and Giordano are both
enrolled in less than 12 hours

FromPage 1

Government about the amendment and
vote. Two weeks ago, outgoing senate
member Amy Levine moved to amend
AB's proposal, but was voted down on
the basis that the senate did not have
the authority to do such a thing.
But Student Body President Blake
Wood said the vote had nothing to do
with the senate's authority and everything to do with courtesy between AB
and the senate.
"We agreed in the past that as a courtesy between the Apportionment Board
and senate that when AB kicked up and

Jeff Kocis

been taken against the two
officers because Eastern's
Records Office considers students to be full time if they
drop classes after the withdrawal phase, as Giordano and
Kocis did.
This conflicts with the senate bylaws, which state that
"Senators' and Executive
Officers' class hours shall be
checked by the Student Government Adviser after the
withdrawal phase in accordance with the academic calendar."
Bart said the only way to
resolve the conflicting interpretations of the constitution

Matt Giordano

of classes, but according to
Article III of the constitution,
an executive officer must be a
full-time student who is in
good academic and disciplinary standing with the university.
·
Until now, no action has

allocated and reallocated, the senate
would then either approve or disapprove," Wood said. "If the senate disapproves of one of them or all of them, we
can say 'no' but can make a rec.o mmendation to them.
"That is just a courtesy. Now, under
the student body constitution the senate
is ordered as the major voice in the AB
allocation and student activities (to make
a decision)," Wood said. "So under that
we can go ahead and amend it."
AB member Gary Owen said he was
did not know the senate had the power to
amend the AB's allocations.
"I was always told we advise them," he

is to bring the issue before the
court.
"That's my only motive," he
said "It's certainly not personal; it's the only fair process and
the only correct way to decide."
Giordano said he is "very
happy" with the decision to
take the issue before the
Supreme Court and believes
the matter should have gone
there initially.
Giordano said he is clearly a
full time student according to
university policy.
"Student Government can't
break university policy, and
university policy clearly states
I am still full time," he said.

Band_

said. "But if those are the rules then I've
obviously been misinformed."
AB member Jill Rice said she was also
unaware the senate could amend the
AB's allocation, but she is ''very pleased"
with the decision.
Rick Tucker moved to amend the AB's
proposal from $8,000 to the original
$12,350 requested by the UB. It was
approved by a 15-8 vote.
In other business:
• Chris Boyster was elected 15-8 as
the new senate speaker, replacing Stacy
Hart. Boyster beat out senate members
Bryan Gutraj, Shannon Andrews and
Chris Ross for the job.

• FromPage 1

Todd and the Monsters,"
Kunz said. "Every college
is trying to get a band for
the April 29 weekend, so
it is tough."
"The bands we are
looking at for the end of
April are less wanted
than the band we are
looking at for the end of
January,'' Kunz said. "We
still don't know (what
price). We aren't going
much
higher
than
$20,000."
Big Head Todd and the
Monsters will be appearing with The Dave
Matthews Band if it can
be scheduled, Kunz said.
Big Head Todd and the
Monsters have released
several albums, including
their most recent, "Strategem,'' and a live album
titled "Midnight Radio."
Their hits include "Bittersweet,'' "It's Alright" and
the title track to their
album "Sister Sweetly."

Bears~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~••

L
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American Heart Association, the Chicago
White Sox, IBM, Taco Bell, Marshall
Fields and a host of other groups.
"I tell the Bears the same things I tell
everyone,'' Cassis said. "It's your mental
attitude, your outlook on life and the
choices you make that matter."
Eastern's Department of Human
Resources chose Cassis to open its first
Supervisory Training Program, which will
offer workshops throughout November
and December, said Elise Post, director of

the department.
Post said she received several calls and
comments from Eastern faculty complimenting Cassis' presentation.
"My staff was very inspired, and so was
I,'' Post said. "I loved it because it was positive, and it set a mood on this campus. It
made us feel better about ourselves and
each other."
Cassis, of Wheaton, spoke to the audience for almost two hours Wednesday,
showing cartoons, telling stories and citing quotes about motivation in an effort to
promote the importance of humor, hon-

esty and respect in the workplace.
''We need at least 12 laughs a day," he
said. ''We go through life as if we are a
heart attack waiting to happen."
Strong character and the ambition to
take on challenges are characteristic of
effective leaders, Cassis said. Those who
shy away from change and avoid the
unknown will not successfully lead a
team.
''We want to be challenged, but we don't
want to take a chance,'' Cassis said.
"To take a chance, that's something different,'' he added. ''That's the paradox."
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New debit plan proposed
By HEIDI KEIBLER
Student government editor
The proposed debit card
system has taken on a new
twist.
A representative from
Diebold Technology, the company that provides and maintains the automated teller
machine in the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union,
came to campus Wednesday
with a proposal to use debit
. cards as a type of credit card.
The previously proposed
debit card would access money
from an account that students
had already deposited money
into. Therefore, students
would not accumulate a bill
after purchasing items.
Gary Reimier from Diebold
Technology said his company
will provide the campus with a
machine that would allow students to charge items on their

student IDs and pay for them
"Price and security are my
later.
biggest reservations," Gutraj
Items bought with the debit said.
card would include tickets for
Diebold is the second comsporting events, items in the pany the debit card committee
university bookstore and has heard proposals from.
items in vending machines.
Griffin Technology, the compaBryan Gutraj, a member of ny that provides Eastern's
the committee considering the food-service equipment, predebit card system, said the sented the first debit card proUniversity of Illinois has a posal to the committee.
similar system, and he plans
Gutraj said one more comto contact someone there to pany will address the commitsee how it is working.
tee before a final decision is
Liability could be a problem made, but he is not sure what
with this system, because stu- company that will be or when
dents could accumulate a it will make its presentation.
large bill and not pay it off,
The debit card system will
Gutraj said.
·· begin at Booth Library in
The possibility of lost and January when the copy
stolen cards could also pose a machines will begin accepting
problem with the system, he student IDs rather than
said.
change.
Reimier didn't give any figThe system will probably be
ures regarding how much it expanded to the rest of camwould cost the university to pus by summer 1996 if things
implement this system.
go as planned, Gutraj said.

Simon retirement termed
a 'loss' by Eastern faculty
By THEO BEUTLER
Staff writer

JOHN COX/Staff photographer

Greenhouse effect?

Terry Weidner, a professor in Eastern's botany department.
stands on a ladder to clean out the gutters of the campus
greenhouse Wednesday afternoon.

resources and attention to
the campaign," Wandling
said.
"I
think
the
U.S. Sen. Paul Simon's decision to retire at
Republican party will send
the end of his term is a "loss to the state of
a heavyweight into the fray.
Illinois," said Andrew McNitt, chairman of
The Democrats will defiEastern's political science department.
nitely have a battle on their
-Simon announced Monday he would not run
hands."
for a third term in the Senate, saying he wantWandling said the
ed to leave public office while he was "still
Republican takeover of
Paul Simon
eager to serve." The 65-year-old Democrat's
Congress in last week's electerm will end in 1996.
tion played some part in Simon's de.cision.
McNitt said he was not surprised by Simon's Republicans gained 54 seats in the House of
decision, considering his age.
Representatives and 8 seats in the Senate.
·
"Sen. Simon's seat could, however, fall into
McNitt said Democratic names such as Rep.
Republican hands, and Sen. Carol Mosley Richard Durbin and Attorney General Roland
Braun will probably not win re-election in Burris will probably try to win the Democratic
1998," McNitt said. "Gov. Jim Edgar will get primary, with Chicago Mayor Richard M.
the first opportunity from the Republican Daley becoming the prominent Democratic figParty to choose if he wants to run for Simon's ure in Illinois politics.
seat."
As a senator, Simon was an outspoken supRichard Wandling, an associate professor of porter of reducing violence on television.
political science, said it is difficult to guess who McNitt and Wandling agreed that the televiwill seek the position.
sion-violence issue won't die with Simon's
"I expect the Republicans to devote a lot of retirement.

CAA to review excused classroom absence policies
By DAVE HOSICK
Administration editor

Doug Bock. "Most of the concerns
The old policy said that excuses for
relate to what constitutes an excusable absences should be handled between
illness or an excusable university func- the student and the instructor. The
tion." ·
CAA approved an addition to the policy
Bock said the CAA will probably not ·that says instructors "will not penalize
discuss the attendance policy at today's students who are absent due to illness
meeting at 2 p.m. in the Arcola-Tuscola or university functions."
Room of the Martin Luther King Jr.
Bock said some instructors refuse to
University Union. Bock said the dis- excuse students or allow make-up work
cussion was postponed to allow for for students regardless of the reason
more examination of the policy.
for their absence.
Before the approved revision, the
"Some (instructors) think the classuniversity policy on attendance said room is the only place in life where
students are expected to attend class they have absolute control," Bock said.
''unless prevented by an illness, official "I think these instructors are in the
University activity, or emergency," minority."
according to the university catalog.
Bock said he does not expect the

The Council on Academic Affairs
will reconsider a class attendance policy that ensures students are not penalized for absences relating to illness or
university functions.
The CAA voted last week to place
the policy back on its agenda for its
Dec. 1 meeting. Council members voted
to approve the policy three weeks ago
but decided to reopen it for discussion
because of faculty complaints.
"This revision has caused many faculty members to voice concerns about
the policy," said CAA Vice Chairman
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CAA to vote any differently, even after
the discussion.
"In the 26 years that I have been an
instructor, I have seen students fabricate excuses for their absence. That is
just not going to change," Bock said.
At today's meeting, the CAA will discuss the concerns of several faculty
members in the mathematics department who say there is a problem with
faculty canceling classes and leaving
early before holiday breaks.
.
The idea was brought before the
Faculty Senate on Tuesday in a letter
that said many students are asking to
be excused from classes because other
instructors have canceled class.
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Grading system
change should
be implemented
Anytime professors have a chance to more
accurately assess a student's performance, they
should do it.
And anytime students have a Chance to get
a more accurate assessment of how they're
doing academically, they should welcome it.
That is exactly how
each group should
react to a proposal that
would give Eastern ' s
grading system a facelift.
The proposal, which was brought before the
Faculty Senate Oct. 18 by Susan Bazargan of
tl').e English department, would award students
?lore gr'~q~,poJrit;s fQr higher percentage letter
gt~des; giving students more points for an 89
percent than an 81 .
This would mean that a grade of a B-plus
would equal 3.5 grade points, as opposed to a
solid B that would receive 3 grade points.
The benefits of such a grading system are
clear. Professors would be able to more accurately determine students' grades.
Also, by adding or subtracting decimal
points from students' grade-point averages,
students with better academic performances
are more easily recognizable. Graduate school
may now be attainable for students with C-pluses who once only received grades of C, and the
students with higher percentages in classes will
be rewarded for their hard work.
Although the proposal has been met with
praise from the Faculty Senate .and Council on
Academic Affairs, students have said it is ultirnat~ly going to hurt those who consistently
receive lower grades.
· ~ This is a legitimate concern. But students
rriust keep in mind a new grading system will
not hurt their performance, but instead more
accurately reftect what they have done in the
classroom.
Some of the concern by students over a new
grading system may come from the fact they
have·had little say in the process so far. Faculty
should actively seek out students' opinions and
the Student Government should get involved.
If everyone works together, a strong system
that more accurately reftects academic performance will be created. It will help everyone.

Editorial

Tour turn
Planned Parenthood
would teach·women
more than 'gospel'

Planned Parenthood also offers an
alternative to University Health
Service as far as checkups and exams
are concerned. Perhaps I feel
uncomfortable going to a male doctor. Perhaps I would like an inexpensive alternative. I don't, however,
expect you to understand that,
either. After all, Bunna, when is the
last time you had to endure a pap
smear?
Let me finish by saying that I'm
glad teachers are "willing to spread
the lie of the feminist gospel." They
are teaching and guiding us; teach'ing us to respect ourselves and our
bodies. ·
·
They are teaching us that we don't
have to be oppressed by the closeminded people like you who pass
judgement on everyone. You may be
content with the way things are, but
many aren't. And for good reason.
My advice to you is this: stop
worrying about my body, and start
worrying about your own. Frankly,
it's none of your damn business.
Elise Klrar

I've been reading about in your
paper. Giordano is sincere, hard
working, effective and extraordinarily
committed. He has made major con- .
tributions to the March of Dimes;
both locally, on campus and nationally through his involvement on the
National Youth Council.
Giordano is humble, fair and very
mature. This is more than I can say
for most of you. Where have you all .
been in the battle to prevent a tuition
hike? It's muchieasier to be critical
than to actually volunteer yourselves
to make an impact.
·
Did it ever occur to any of you that
it might not be possible to prevent a
tuition hike? If there are no funds,
academics suffer. Professors get laid
off, classes get cut, programs get cut
and campus life is extremely compromised.
Did it ever occur to you that there
is more to the issue of tuition hikes
than meets the eye? Do you even
show up to forums where the issue
has been discussed? According to
some of the editorials I've read, you

Dear editor:
I am writing this letter as a reply to
the "Your Turn" letter printed Nov. 9
concerning the building of a Planned
Parenthood in Charleston.
Doug Bunna, the author of the letter, claims first and·foremost that the
forum held by the Women's Studies
Council was a "sham," a conspiracy,
if you will, to convince us that a
Planned Parenthood is needed in
Coles County.
Bunna rants and raves about
Planned Parenthood coming here
only because they "see untapped
profits from approximately 5,000
women."
And he finishes up the letter by
saying "Planned Parenthood doesn't
give a darn about you, they just
want your money." But money is not
the real issue here, is it? The real
issue is abortion and Bunna's 1950
mindset.
don't even show up to discussions to
learn about the issues.
Let me give you a news flash,
Bunna: Abortion has been legal for
If you are so concerned about ris- .
ing tuition costs, why don't you get
21 years. That means all women out and 1obby your 1egis1ators and
even those of Coles County - have
get involved in the debate about
Dear editor:
the right to control what happens to
how state funds are being allocated?
their own bodies, whether you like it
I've been closely watching the
Don't just sit around and blame
or not.
continuing defamation of Matt
Giordano.
You said the examples given to
Giordano by the students of Eastern
It is easy to have a scapegoat. You
support Planned Parenthood's views
and feel compelled to let my voice
have all made Giordano your scapeat the forum were the "exceptions
be heard.
goat at the expense of looking yourand not the rule for Coles County." I
Mine is a voice that is shared by
selves in the mirror and asking how
am wondering what exactly is the
many others across the country who
"rule?"
have worked with Giordano in some
you can make a. difference. Shame
Is the "rule" believing that women
on you.
capacity. As the director of national
Wendy R. Nadel
should stay at home cooking and
youth programs for the March of
March of Dimes
cleaning? It certainly means - from
Dimes Birth Defects Foundation, I am
your point of view - that women
shocked and outraged by your unfair
should be stuck at home pregnant,
and immature treatment of Giordano.
whether or not they want to be.
I have worked with Giordano for
As far as Charles Ramsey of
tpree years through his position on
The Daily Eastern News encourUniversity Health Service is conthe March of Dimes National Youth
ages letters to the editor concerned, why don't you ask him if it is
Council. The council is a committee
cerning any local, state, national
in his power to adequately educate
of 12 college students from across
or international issue.
and treat an entire campus?
the country who develop and impleLetters should be less than 350
In your letter, you say a lot of the
ment programs targeted to young
words. For the letter to be printcases he treats are "related to irrepeople.
ed, the name of the author, in
sponsibility on the part of the stuThis is a major responsibility and a
addition to the author's address
dents, something that not even
lot of hard work. Only the best and
and telephone number, must be
Planned Parenthood can prevent."
brightest college students get
included. If necessary, letters will
It is true Planned Parenthood canappointed to the National Youth
be edited according to length
not be there to make sure people are
Council, as the selection process is
and space at the discretion of the
using condoms, but they can further
extremely competitive.
edit page editor or editor in chief.
educate people. They will certainly
Giordano's appointment is a testaAnonymous letters will not be
be able to reach more people than
ment of his leadership skills and his
printed.
Ramsey could on his own.
sincere commitment to improving
If a letter has more than three
And, as it seems now, Coles
his world.
authors, only the names of the
County and Charleston can use all
In the three years that I have
first three will be printed.
the help they can get. How can furworked with Giordano, I have had a
__t~~~-~~Bt~~~ ~a negativ~ _t~in_~?_ - -_.y.ery .<:f~ffetent ~perien~ _than vyh~!· _.. _. _. _. _. _. _. _ . • • . . .

People should stop
criticizing, making
Giordano scapegoat
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Rathskeller .future in the dark
Little business
a factor in the
· possible closing
By KAREN WOLDEN

Activities editor
Little business and a lack of
help may soon put the Rathskeller After Dark in the dark.
Dylan McNeill, curator of
the campus coffeehouse, said
he's too busy to continue coordinating events, especially
when attendance is low.
"It's too much work for one
person," McN eill said. "They
(the administration) originally
intended it to be a UB (University Board) sponsored
event.
"I can't do it anymore," he
said. "I'm just too busy."
The Rathskeller started
hosting late-night events last
January in preparation for the
then-proposed bar-entry age
mcrease.
The first open forum show
was successful, McNeill said,
but since then approximately
10 events have been scheduled, none of which were well
attended.
"I want UB to take over,"
said McNeill, a senior English
major. "I hope they pick it up. I
don't think the open forum
worked because (the) administration didn't have enough
patience for the coffeehouse."
Though the coffeehouse
under construction at Stix,
1412 Fourth St., would seem-

Stix coffeehouse called 'Grinders'
By THERESA GAVLIN
Staff writer

The results are in - the new addition to
the Stix Restaurant Bar & Banquet Facility
will be called "Grinders Coffeehouse."
Stix owner Don Yost said he and his wife
chose the name from more than 200 contest
entries. The contest, which was intended to
find the best name for the new addition,
awarded $200 to the winner.
Charleston resident Gay Harrison submitted the winning entry.
"(Harrison) submitted a design with her
entry," Yost said. "She did a wonderful job
with it."
Yost said he received many good entries,
such as "One Lump or Two" and "Cappuccino Headquarters," but none seemed to fit
the Stix addition, 1412 Fourth St., as well as
"Grinders Coffeehouse."
Yost said he believes the number of
entries submitted proves students and the
ingly take business from the
Rathskeller, McNeill said that
is not why he is considering
giving up or leaving his job to
someone else.
"I've been trying to get a
hold of UB," McN eill said. "I
want to turn the reigns over to
Carl Zuccarelli, who used to be
the comedy coordinator for
UB."
Zuccarelli and McNeill have
been negotiating the offer,
McNeill said, but Zuccarelli
has not yet accepted.
Zuccarelli was unavailable
for comment.
McNeill said he thinks the

community are interested in the new coffeehouse.
Grinders will be located in a 850 to 1,000
square foot portion of the current restaurant
area. The restaurant entrance will serve as
the door to the coffeehouse, which will seat
about 60 people.
Yost said the construction of the coffeehouse is going smoothly with little problems.
"We hope to have it open on Dec. 5. That's
a Monday," he said.
Originally, Yost planned to open the addition Dec. 1, but rescheduled the opening
date for the following Monday.
Yost said a lot oflegal paper work still has
to be finished for city officials before the
doors can open.
"I'm so busy," he said. ''This is going to be
wonderful when it's opened. And I want to
offer something wonderful to the students."
Grinders will feature about 30 flavors of
coffee and a selection of pastries, including
muffins and bagels, Yost said.

UB spends too much on events
and could succeed with less
money.
"I hope it forces the university to find cheaper bar alternatives," McNeill said. ''There
are (cheaper) ways to do things
on this campus."
McN eill started and operates two other coffeehouses in
northwest Illinois, one in Mt.
Morris and one in Sterling.
That experience was what
attracted Eastern officials to
him, McNeill said.
"Those (coffeehouses) surprisingly are not in a college
town, and they are doing very

well," McNeill said. "Still, it
doesn't work here."
Despite lacking business,
the Rathskeller is hosting The
Drovers, an Irish alternative
band, and an opening band
Dec. 3, McNeill said.
''They are starting their tour
right here in the Rathskeller,"
he said. "It's strange because
it's a concert with no beer.
They (The Drovers) are used to
performing in bars."
The concert will cost
Eastern nothing, he added.
Profits from ticket sales will
pay for the bands' performances.

1/4 lb.

Cheeseburger
Large Fry
20oz. Drink
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Maria,
Happy 19th

Fabio is flexed
and waiting!
Hukunamatata!
Love, Your Roomies

Telephone company looks to cable
By JULIE STANGL
Staff writer

A local telephone company
has the opportunity to enter
the cable industry thanks to a
recent federal judge's ruling.
Consolidated Communications Inc. has an open door
to having a "whole new array
of combined services," said
spokesman Peter Barr.
U.S. District Judge John
Grady found the ban on telephone companies offering
cable services was unconstitutional, according to a release.
The Oct. 27 ruling said it
caused a "greater-than-necessary burden" on the telephone
company's freedom of speech
and therefore was unconstitutional under the First

Amendment.
Barr said the abolishment of
the law created the opportunity of new cable services in the
Consolidated Communications
area.
"This opens up a whole new
opportunity to us," Barr said.
"We will now be competing
with cable companies such as
TCI (cable company) instead of
just being a telephone company."
Barr said Consolidated
Communications will now be
able to establish an independent line of service which will
combine telephone service
with the benefits of video and
entertainment.
However, he said his company will not be consolidating
telephone with cable. Instead,

''W.

e will now be competing with
cable companies such as TCI (cable
company) instead ofjust being a telephone company."
Peter Barr
-Consolicated Communications
the company will open a whole
new independent cable service.
The State of Illinois and
U.S. Department of Justice
have six months to decide if
they want to appeal the federal court decision, according to
the release.
Barr said Consolidated
Communications can look to
entering the cable industry by
the middle of 1995, if the case

isn't held up in court.
The next step for the company to bring cable into customer's homes would be
installing either fiber optic or
special copper cables to carry
both telephone and video signals throughout its service
area, Barr said.
Consolidated Communications services would cover a
3,000 square mile service area.
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Sunday 9am-8pm

Register for Door Prizes, Including:
Sweater, Suit, Pants, Flannels, Leather Jacket

622 West Lincoln • Across from Max Market • 348-6000

Hey
Casey!

Oops!
We Mean Diane!

Happy 21st!
Love ya, The Girls
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GOP.to watch its social step
''W.

Police drop
child porn
charges
facing doctor

WASHINGTON (AP) - Mindful of
the damage President Clinton suffered
in the gays-in-the-military debate,
Republican leaders are determined not
to wander far from their budget and
government reform agenda into fights
over abortion and other divisive social
issues.
Their caution reflects a desire to
solidify the GOP's newfound support
among white women, to avoid overreaching the mandate of their midterm
gains, and to deny Democrats an early
opening to re-energize their despondent base.
Much of this approach stems from ,
the GOP's analysis of Clinton's early
efforts to allow homosexuals to serve
openly in the military.
The effort sent Clinton's support
among white men, and across the
South, into a tailspin from which the
president has yet to recover.
And it invigorated conservative
groups, particularly the Christian
Coalition and other religious conservative groups, and these organizations
were significant players in the
Republican midterm sweep.
Now, if Republicans rush forward
with a controversial social agenda, "it

ROCKFORD CAP) - A prominent doctor who successfully
fought abortion restrictions has
won another legal battle - this
time involving child,pomography
charges and photographs of his 3year-old foster daughter.
The case against Dr. Richard
Ragsdale and his wife was dropped
Tuesday ,after prosecutors offe:r;ed
a deal in which his wife, 46-yearold Debra Dem.an;, accepted, a lesser charge of child neglect and
placed "responsibility where it
belon.gs," said Winnebago County
State's Attorney Paul Logli.
"This appears to be an isolated
incident; and there was no abuse
\\lr'of't he child:," Logli said Wednesday;
From the start of the nea:dy
two-month case, R~gsdale's supporters said the charges stemmed
from an overze~ous anti-abortion
p:r;osecutor. But on Tuesday; the 59year-'bld doctor refused to.comment
on Logli or the Charges.
... "lt never heip1;3 «oP-e's reputati<>n
to be labeled a child pornographer;"
said Ragsdale. ~at is not a pleasant thing to have said about you."
In, the late 1980$, ·Ragsdale sue,
cessfully fought a legal battle to
end restrictions at the state's abor~.
tion clinics. In 1990, the U.S.
Supreme Court upheld the settlement of that case.
Ragsdale's attorney expressed
concern that the charges were
'brought too quickly against the
~ ·d®t<>r @d his wife.
·" l,would like to believe there
were
poli~ics concerning the
issue of abortion that motivated
this prosecution/' Jerrold Beger
said Wednesday.

e cannot replace the social engineering
by the left with a social engineering of the
right."

-Newt Gingrich
Future House Speaker
could excite our forces and help us
organize for the next elections," said
Ann Lewis, a veteran Democratic
strategist and a senior official at
Planned Parenthood.
So far, Rep. Newt Gingrich, who will
become House speaker in January, has
kept his focus mostly on economic and
reform issues.
Gingrich has offered vague critiCisms
of liberal housing and education programs but with the exception of school
prayer and welfare reform, two popular
ideas, has spoken sparingly about
social issues.
''We cannot replace the social engineering by the left with a social engineering of the right," Gingrich said
Tuesday night.
The House GOP agenda does include
social policies certain to prove contro-

versial. But in picking these battles,
Gingrich and his allies were careful to
put reform items first and then choose
social issues that enjoy substantial if
not overwhelming support in public
opinion polls - though vehemently
opposed by liberals.
Gingrich, for example, wants the
House to vote by early July on a constitutional amendment allowing organized school prayer.
Liberal groups oppose the amendment but President Clinton said
Tuesday he is open to the idea.
Another provision in the House
GOP's 100-day blueprint that is
oppose~ by some liberal groups would
allow parents to exclude schoolchildren
from federal surveys they find objectionable because of questions about
sexual behavior.
.

Vote on international trade pact nears
In face of defeat, U.S. officials push GATI accord
WASHINGTON (AP) - Fearing an
embarrassing defeat, Vice President
Al Gore and other senior administration officials worked feverishly
Wednesday to shore up wavering
Republican support for the GATT
trade accord.
Their efforts came a day after
Jesse Helms, chairman-to-be of the
Senate Foreign Relations Committee,
hinted he would hinder the administration's foreign policy initiatives if
President Clinton pressed ahead on
the GATT vote, now scheduled for
Dec. 1.
Shortly before Gore spoke, Newt

po

Gingrich, the next House speaker on Tariffs and Trade, must be
and a supporter of the pact to slash approved this year by the lame-duck
world tariffs, said he was "very very Democratic Congress.
concerned" about its prospects in the
"It is abundantly clear that a delay
Senate.
of the GATT would definitely kill the
Gore said at a news conference GATT ... and hurt our country
organized by businesses supporting immeasurably," Gore said.
the trade agreement, "The Congress
The vice president, flanked by
will decide whether the United States Budget Director Alice Rivlin, White
will continue to lead the world in House Economic Adviser Laura
global economic issues or not. That's Tyson, U.S. Trade Representative
really what it comes down to."
Mickey Kantor and senior lawmakGore, White House Chief of Staff ers, said delay of even six months
Leon Panetta and Treasury Secretary would reduce U.S. economic output
Lloyd Bentsen all said the pact, nego- after 10 years by $70 billion and
tiated under the General Agreement block creation of 25,000 jobs.
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Chicken Fajita Salad

OFFICERS'
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CO BPS

with coffee or tea $ 450

All Well Drinks - $200

Soup 8r Sandwich Special
w/coffee or tea$ 3 0 0

Bud LiQbt & Miller Lite
Try Our New Chicken
Finger Baske~ $ 395
Pifchers - $300
Miller Lite & Bud Light I I II Itg Barb-:s:oRibs I

20oz- $po

Pool
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Free Soft Drink Refill w/Dinner or Lunch
Bar &. Pool age 21; Never a cover
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Motivated Individuals to provide Input on
campus event advertising and
Homecoming 1995.
Interviewing for

UB

HOMECOMING &.. GRAPHICS
COORDINATORS

SUMMElfSCllOOL FOB PEOPLE

Please pick up applications in
RM 201 Student Activities.
Due By November 18.
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ON ·ra1;m WAY TO 'tBE TOP.

1·

If you didn't sign up for ROTC as a
freshman or sophomore, you c.an still

catch . up to your classmates by
attending .Art'.1Y ROTC Camp Chailenge, ,a paid six-week summer
course m leadership training.
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By the time you have ·graduated from
college, you'll have the credentials of
an Army officer. You'll also have
1
the self-confidemce and discipline
it takes to succeed in college and
beyond.
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Senate rejects property tax: veto
SPRINGFIELD (AP). - The ·Illinois
Senate on Wednesday easily rejected
Gov. Jim Edgar's veto of a bill freezing
property tax assessments for many
senior citizens.
·Leading GOP senators quickly tried
to squelch talk of a breach with Edgar,
a fellow Republican.
"I've had veto overrides with the
governor before, and civilization has
continued. I trust that civilization will
go on today, too," said Sen. Judy Baar
Topinka, a North Riverside Republican who was just elected state treasurer.
Topinka led the override push,

which succeeded 50-8. If the House
also rejects the veto, the bill becomes
law despite Edgar's objections.
''We'll continue to work the House,
hoping that they will not override the
veto," said Edgar spokesman Eric
Robinson. "But the bottom line is, this
is an unfair tax shift which could cost
local entities millions of dollars."
Unfortunately for Edgar, the House
is controlled by Democrats and has
even less incentive to uphold the governor's veto.
The bill would freeze property
assessments at their current levels for
people 65 or older if they make

$35,000 or less annually - about 80
percent of the state's senior citizens.
That means their tax bills would not
continue shooting upward because of
rising property values.
Senior citizens would save about
$42 million the first year, according to
the state Revenue Department. But
those savings would come at a cost:
Other taxpayers would be billed about
$15 million more, and taxing bodies schools and cities, for instance - would
lose about $27 million.
~he savings - and money lost would increase every year as property
values rise. And more people would be

eligible for the freeze every year as
theytum65.
Sen.
John
Maitland,
RBloomington, argued that lawmakers
would be the ones to benefit most from
an assessment freeze. S~niors would
save little, taxing bodies would lose
money, and other taxpayers would pay
more, he predicted. And lawmakers
would use the law as an excuse to
ignore a flawed state tax system, he
said.
"This doesn't right the wrong, and
don't be deceived by it," Maitland said.
He was one of seven Republicans
voting to uphold Edgar's veto.

One' drink might be more than enough
DALLAS (AP) - Doctors
have some sobering news for
those who think a little alcohol is good for their health:
Anything more than a drink a
day may be too much of a
good thing. ·
Men who had two to four
drinks a week had the lowest
rate of death from all causes
during an 11-year study, the
researchers said Wednesday.
Many studies over the past
20 years have shown that people who drink moderately
reduce their risk of dying
from heart disease by about
40 percent. The evidence has
become so convincing that
I would just like to thank
University Board and everyone involved in Casino Night
last Saturday night. The TV
was a great birthday present!
Thanks for your patience,
Sarah! Thanks also to
McKinney Hall 2S for helping celebrate ... Doug. Matt.
·Nathan. Ben, Ryan and
Heather (for finding the ticket
stub!) . and everyone else.

Lowell Munz

some heart specialists have
cautiously recommended moderate drinking for good
health.
But while heart disease is
the nation's No. 1 killer, it is
not the only one. Some fear
that alcohol's benefits for the
heart could be offset by its
other hazards, such as cancer
and accidents.
To sort this out, researchers
from Harvard Medical School
examined the effects of drinking on all causes of death, not
just heart disease, in 22,071
male doctors. Over an 11-year
period, they compared the
risk of death in the drinkers

benefits of alcohol were wiped
out. Their risk of dying was
identical to that of those who
did not drink at all. 1
Beyond a drink a day, the
risk went up sharply. Those
who averaged two or more
drinks a day had a death rate
that was 63 percent higher
than that of the nondrinkers.
The researchers found that
the lower risk of dying from
heart disease was offset by an
increase in cancer in those
who had more than a drink a
day. Most of the increase was
in throat, gastric, urinary
tract and brain cancer.
Moderate drinking is often

with that of people who seldom or never drank.
They found that men who
had two to four drinks a week
had the lowest death rate about 22 percent lower than
those who shunned alcohol.
Men who had up to six drinks
a week also ran a lower risk
than the nondrinkers.
But by the time the men
averaged one drink a day, the

Today at
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Chris Grooms

Happy, Happy,
Joy, Joy!
Chris is 23 today!
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defined as one to three drinks
a day.
But the new study suggests
that healthy moderation is
probably considerably lower.
"Alcohol has complex health
effects, with health benefits
and hazards even for moderate drinkers," said Harvard's
Dr. Carlos A. Camargo Jr.,
who directed the analysis.
"Clearly people should drink
less than two drinks a day
and probably less than one a
day."
Camargo described the
results Wednesday at a meeting of the American Heart
Association.
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HOMETOWN SECRETARIAL
SERVICE will type your research
papers, thesis, reports, business
letters . 345-7341, leave message.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12112
Save on auto insurance now.
Protect your belongings while
your gone with renters insurance.
Call Bill Hall 345-7023 or Stop be
Hall Insurance 101 O E. Lincoln.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/18

The Daily Eastern News
cannot be responsible for
more than one day's incorrect insertion. Report
errors immediately at 5812812. A corrected ad will
appear in the next edition.
All classified advertising
MUST meet the 2 p.m.
deadline to appear in the
next day's publication. Any
ads processed AFTER 2
p.m. will be published in
the following day's newspaper. Ads cannot be canceled
AFTER the 2....p..m. deadline.
Classified ads must be
paid in advance. Only
accounts with established
credit may be billed.
All Advertising submitted to The Daily Eastern
News is subject to approval
and may be revi'sed, rejected, or canceled at any time.

SPRING BREAK 95 America's #1
Spring Break Company! Cancun,
Bahamas, Daytona & Panama!
110% Lowest Price Guarantee!
Organize 15 friends and TRAVEL FREE! Earn hights commissions! (800) 32-TRAVEL
_ _ _ _ _,,..--,ca11/1,3,8,10
NOW HIRING!! STOP THE FAST
FOOD CYCLE! WE OFFER A
PROFESSIONAL
ATMOSPHERE, PAID TRAINING,
GREAT PAY, LEARN A SKILL
FOR THE FUTURE. PART TIME
EVENINGS AVAILABLE WITH
FLEXIBLE SCHEDULES. CALL
348-5250.
--------..,-,1211 2
Apps now being accepted for our
activities, habilitation and dietary
dept. FT and PT, all shifts available. FT hab. starts at $5.30 w/
increase to $5.50 after 90 days
(insurance pkg. and other benefits, also). Why work for minimum
when you can work for us? Apply
at 738 18th St. Chas. II, 61920.
E.O.E.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1219

The Daily Eastern News
assumes no liability if for
any reason it becomes necessary to omit an advertisement.
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OFFERED
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$1500 weekly possible mailing
our circulars! No experience
required! Begin Now! For info call
202-298-8952.
_ _ _ __ _ _ __ 12112
ALASKA EMPLOYMENT- Fishing
industry. Earn to $3,000-$6,000+
per
month
+
benefits .
Male/Female. No experience necessary (206)545-4155 ext
A57383.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12/2
Openings full and part time, apply
Wrangler Roast Beef. 703 W.
Lincoln.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/18
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Daily bten1 Iews
Classified Ad Form

Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address:

-------------+-----

Phone: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Stude1' 0 Yes

0

No

Dates to run _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _,___ _ _ __

Ad to read:

STUDENTS- Will you be home
for Xmas Break? Is home in the
north and northwest suburbs?? If
Yes, work with us at RGIS taking
inventory. Work as much as you
want, while you're on break and
even after!! $6.25/hr. No exp
necc. Paid training. Call now to
sched interview during Nov.and
Dec. (708)253-1173 eoe.

Sublessor needed for very nice
apt. close to campus for· SpringSummer '95. 345-3469.
_ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ 11/18
FEMALE sublessor needed for
Spring '95. For more info call
345-2173.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/18
Female sublessors 1 or 2. 1 bedroom apt, furnished. Close to
campus, water and trash paid.
$310 month. Please Call 3486384.
_ _ __ _ _ _ __ 11/18
Male sublessor needed to share
large house 1/2 block from campus. For spring semester. Contact
Shawn at 348-0038.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/18
Sublessor needed for Spring '95.
Own room. $135/month, parking,
trash, included. Ask for Bret. Call
345-7948.
_ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/18
Sublessor Sp. '95 Atrium Apts.
Cheap utilities, $181 .25, own
room, indoor pool, jacuzzi. Leigh
348-8562.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/18
Sublessor needed Sp. '95.
Furnished House on 2nd St.
$145/month. Call Denise or
Rebecca 345-7293.
_ _ _ __ _ _ __ 11/18
Sublessor needed 1 brdm furnished apt. Sp. '95 above Coach
Eddy's. Rent negotiable. 3452367.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12/2
Sublessor needed Park Place 1
Bdrm, furnished. Call Lisa 2259.
- - - - - - - - , --,--::11/18
Female sublessor needed for Sp.
'95. $177/month. If interested call
Michelle 345-4073.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/24

ACROSS
1 Butcher's hook
s Exam for H.S.
jrs.
tMakenuts
14 - - breve (2/2
time)
15 Aunt Millie's
competitor
1e Had something
wrong
n "When Worlds
Collide"
producer
11 Knight spot?
20Eddying
21 Take the bus
23 Sweet spud
24 Argo ending
ze Where to 'get
plastered?

SUBLESSOR
NEEDED
SPRING '95, PARK PLACE
APARTMENTS. OWN ROOM.
CALL MATT AT 348-6494.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/29
Female Sublessor needed for
Sp. '95. For more info. call 3451282.
--------=11/18
MALE SUBLESSOR NEEDED
FOR SP. '95. LOCATED AT 9TH
AND BUCHANAN. CONTACT
DON AT 345-4918.

DORM SIZE REFRIGERATORS
AND MICROWAVES FOR
RENT. CALL 348-7746.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12/12
NICE APTS. AVAILABLE FOR
SPRING SEMESTER. ONE,
TWO, AND THREE BDRM.
CALL JIM AT 348-0819. LEAVE
MESSAGE.
_ _ _ _ _ __ _ _11/17
AVAILABLE
SPRING
SEMESTER, two bedroom
apartment. Water and trash
paid. 947 4th street. CALL 3487746.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12/12
1 BEDROOM APT. AVAILABLE IN
DECEMBER. CALL (217)3456533 OR LEAVE MESSAGE AT
348-7575.
_ _ _ _ __ __ _11/16
STUDIO APARTMENT FOR
RENT. WATER AND TRASH
PAID. $150 DEPOSIT, $200
RENT. CALL 235-3550.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/16
1 or 2 bedroom furnished apt for
spring semester at 620 5th St. call
345-5728.
_ _ __ __ _ _ _11/18
2 OR 3 BEDROOM HOUSE FOR
SPRING SEMESTER FOR 2 OR
3 PERSONS. $500/MONTH 3455728.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/18
AVAILABLE
SPRING
SEMESTER, EXTRA LARGE
FURNISHED TWO BEDROOM, 1
1/2 BATH APARTMENT, TRASH
PAID, FREE LAUNDRY FACILITY,
1017 WOODLAWN. CALL 3487746.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12112

nForsake
31 "Cosby Show"
co-star
34 Winter bug
35 Hate with a
passion
37 Host Jay
38 Rock groups
40 Reduce the
fare?
41 Runs into
..- partridge
42 · 43Levy
41 Peppermint
Twister Joey
48 Yellowstone
attraction
48 A month of - so Unearthly
u Harbor boats

Under Classification o f : - - - - - - - - - - - - - Expiration code (office use o n l y ) - - - - - - - - - - - Pers

accepting ad,_ _ _ __ _ _ Compositor _ _ _ __

no. words/days
Payment:

O Cash

Amount due:$ _ _ _ __

0 Check

0 Credit

Check number_ _ _ _ __

~

20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first
day. 1O cents per word each consecutive day. 15 word minimum.
Student ads must be paid in advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads
considered libelous or in bad taste.

P.M. ·
6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30

Wheel of Fortune
Cops

News
Entmt. Toni ht

News
Wheel of Fortune

SportsCenter
Weekend Kickoff

Mad About You
Friends

Due South

My So Called
Ltte
Matlock

College Basketball's Murder She Wrote
Greatest Games

Scarlett

TBA.
College Basketball

Wings
Wins

w
David (10:35)

w
Married... (10:35)

3/4Ct. round cut engagement
ring. GREAT QUALITY! Sl1
CLARITY. A steal at steal at
$1000. 345-5048.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/18

PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for
any non-profit campus oroanizational event. All Clips should be submitted to
The Daily Eastern News office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE
DATE OF EVENT. Example: an event scheduled for Thursday should be
submitted as a Campus Clip by NOON Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline
for Friday, Saturday or Sunday events.) Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE
WILL NOT be published. No clips will be taken by phone. Any Clip that is
illegible or contains conflicting information WILL NOT BE RUN. Clips may be
edited for available space.

53Symbolof
sovereignty
55 Quantico initials
57Fix
e1 Man of morals
ea Longtime Pirate
pitcher
85 Lost one's
balance?
.. Peter Gunn's
lady
87 Capital of
Yemen
ea Shadings
nSplit
70 "Enterprise"
journey

DOWN
1 Infatuated
2Pubround
3Go with it
4 A Little Rascal
5 Musical intro
•Enervate
7 Seaweed
substance
IHaarlem
bloomer
•Tourist's tote
10 Inlet
11 "Brat pack"
actress
ti Epsilon follower
13 Holland export
ti Some pianos
22Movelikea
dragonfly
2S Indian icon

Puzzle by RlehM'd Sii~

27 South Seas site
28 Out in the cold
n "Barnaby
Jones" star
30 Tide types
31 Starts the pot
33 Pill allotment
3401dGlory
38 Substantial
3tLet up
41 Civil-rights
leader Evers

MacNeil, Lehrer

Designing Women
Designing Women

Movie:Attica

Illinois Gardner
This Old House
Talking Point

Unsolved Mysteries Martin
Living Singles
Movie:Foxfire
New York Undercover

Movie:Deep Trouble

I

0

Simon & Simon

For sale: Word Processor Brother
760D, 1 year old $175. Pd $250.
Call Crystal at 348-0499.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/18
New Gravity Edge for sale $350.
1991
Schwinn
Hurricane
Mountain Bike . $200. New
rollerblades (1994). $150 OBO.
Call Katina at 345-1511.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/17

UNITY GOSEL CHOIR Choir meeting 11/17/94 at 5:00pm in the Fine
Arts Building room 013. Unity Gospel Choir will have a mandatory choir
meeting at 5:00 Thursday in The Fine CenterRm. 013.
AMERICAN MARKETING ASSOCIATION Professional Speaker
Meeting Nov. 17th at 7:00 in Lumpkin Hall Rm.22?. Warren Kistner fr?m
the Career Planning and Placement Center will speak on Effective
Interviewing Techniques.
•
PHI ALPHA ETA Banquet Nov. 17 at 4:15 in the University Ballroom.
Registration and pictures at 4: 15. Dinner will be served at 5:30.
BSU SPECIAL EVENTS Help the Homeless Thurs. Nov. 17, 9am-3pm
in the Student Union. Please bring can foods, money, and/or clothes for
the homeless.
WOMEN'S STUDIES COUNCIL meets at 2 p.m. in the Paris room.
Karen Taylor will be speaking on "The New Spanish Businesswoman."
PHI GAMMA NU Active Meeting Thurs. Nov. 17 at 6:00 in the Roberon
Auditorium. Happy Thanksgiving.
SCEC BUSINESS MEETING 11/17 at 6:00 in BB 140. Speaker:
Student Teachers.
SCEC FUNDRAISING 11/17 5:00-6:00 lnfront of Buzzard. T-Shirts are
here!
DATA PROCESSING MANAGEMENT Association meeting at 6:00 on
Nov. 17 in LH 127.
AFRICAN AMERICAN STUDIES Association meeting on 11-17 at 5:00
in Culture Center. African American Studies Association will have there
bi-weekly meeting at 5pm at the Culture Center. Guest Speaker.
INTERVARSITY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP Large group: Quiet Times.
Thurs. Nov. 17 at 7:00 in the Charleston/ Mattoon Room .
MULTICULUTURAL STUDENT UNION Weekly meeting Nov. 17 at
8:00 in Weller Hall Lobby. New members welcome.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER There will be no sacrolment of
Penance today- Fr. Bob is out of town.
BABTIST STUDENT UNION Bible study at 7:00 in the Neoga Rm.
Union. Nominations tonight.
ROTC Lab on Nov. 17 at 3:00 in the MLK Union Gallery. Uniform will
be BDU'S, soft cap, black boots, pen and paper.

Love Connection
Jeffersons

1ve
w
Jay Leno(10:35)

MACINTOSH
COMPUTER.
Complete system including printer only $500. Call Chris at 800289-5685.

Roseanne
Roseanne

Mystery!

Star Trek: The Next
Generation

e1ng erve .
Movie:

ops
Cops

43 Flower of one's 54 Bank take-back
eye?
H Spy writing
44 Extinguished
58 Bender
47 Hits the ceiling
se Feminine suffix
49 Shortstop's stat so Neighbor of Sask
51 Barbecue ·
u "A Chorus Line"
leftover
finale
84 Hopper
S3 Malt drier

Beyond 2000
Next Step

Lamb Chop
Reading Rainbow

...Boss? (6:05)
...Boss? (6:35)

World of Wonder
Amazing America
Movie Magic
Know Zones

Little House on
The Prairie

NBA Basketball:
Bulls at Rockets

Beyond2000

News
America/Wholey

St. Elsewhere

Bulls Postgame
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Swim teams recovered, ready for meet
By ANTHONY NASELLA
Staff writer
·

Eastern's swimming coach Ray
Padovan will tell you that it has
been a tough week of recovery for his
men's and women's squads from this
past weekend's two-day Panther
Invitational.
.
But the 29-year veteran is hopeful
that his squad has had substantial
time to recover and should be ready
for tonight's meet against St. Louis
University at 6 p.m. in Lantz Pool.
It will be the second time in five
days that the two schools have com-

peted with each ter. But I expect us to swim fairly
other. St. Louis par- well tonight."
The men's (5-1) and the women's
ticipated in the
Panther Invitation- (4-1) squads had opposite perforal, which also in- mances against St. Louis during the
cluded Evansville, Panther Invitational. Eastern's men
Bradley, Northern easily handled the Billikens squad
Iowa and Vinoennes. 433-278. The St. Louis women's
"We came out of squad, which finished second in the
the Invitational Invitational, outscored the Eastern
· Ray Padovan pretty drained," women 485-325.
"The men's team at St. Louis is
Padovan said. "It
has been kind of a so-so week, just pretty weak in terms of depth, so
getting back to the grind. We tried to that gives us a good advantage,"
work hard the past three days.
Padovan said. "The women's team is
"I hope the players are feeling bet- solid up and down, no question.

"A lot of individuals will have
close races, but they are a fraction
better than us in a whole lot of
things."
Padovan said that he is happy
that the team has the opportunity to
swim in a meet real close to the start
of Thanksgiving vacation, when he
says it will be a challenge for swimmers to stay committed to working
out over break.
"A competition this close to
Thanksgiving is nice," Padovan said.
"Some of the players have gone back
to lifting weights more. So that's a
good sign."

THURS

DAY
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29 gallon fish tank, complete sysLoose weight and feel great. 100%
tern. Only four months old. $150 • natural. Easy to do. Call Tracie
obo. Call 348-7680.
348-7521.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/21
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/18
1989 Subaru-r~d, 5 speed, only
AIDS AWARENESS: SAFE SEX66,000 miles. $1000 obo. Call 348FREE CONDOM WITH ANY PUR7680.
CHASE.
DARYLIO
ROSE
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/21
DESIGNER RESALE. NORTH
1988 Beretta Gt. Fully loaded w/all
SIDE OF SQUARE TUES.-SAT.11the options. Digital dash, cherry
5PM.
. red, excellent cond. High miles.
_ _ _ _ _ caW11,12,11,18,
Asking $4800. #2157.
UNIVERSITY BOARD HOME_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/28
COMING COORDINATOR POSI"Intel-Inside" 486SX; 33 Mhz, 240
TION AVAILABLE. COORDINAMb
Multimedia
(CD-ROM)
TOR RESPONSIBLE FOR THE
Computer with software $1000
WEEK OF HOMECOMING ACTIV345-9227.
ITIES. APPLICATIONS IN RM 201
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/16
UNION. DUE BY NOVEMBER 18.
Graduation sale! Q-size futon,
THIS IS A VOLUNTEER POSI. portable computer & printer, comTION.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/18
puter desk &
chair, 13" television & Cart, Lazyboy, 10 gallon fish
Kelly Wrobel, happy birthday to a
tank and microwave oven. 345wonderful kid! Phi Sig and KOR
7964.
love, mom and dad.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/17
Jenny Redfearn of AST: Have a
great Thanksgiving break, love you
D-Chi Dad, Andy.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/17
Found light weight jackets in
Jill Buttz of AST: Congratulations
Coleman Classrooms. Identify at
on your activation. Your mom &
speech Communications 119
dad are proud of you!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/17
Coleman Hall.
_ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ 11/17
JJS, thanks for a great evening
If you picked up the wrong walkSaturday. Best time I've had all
man at the Rec center on 11/12
year. FMK.
_ _ __ _ _ _ _ _11/17
please call 581-3948.
_ _ _ __ _ _ _ _11/18
Rebecca Mills- Congratulations on
LOST: A light weight·jacket in
being elected to accounts receivLumpkin Hall. If found please call
able for Phi Sigma Sigma exec.
348-6371.
Your parents are proud of you.
_ _ _ _ _ __ _ _11/18
Love, Scooter & Kristi.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/17
FOUND:
Personalized
pin
inscribed with "BEST WISHES
UNIVERSITY BOARD GRAPHICS
FROM LAVERNE MERRELL"
COORDINATOR
POSITION
Found at student gov't elections
AVAILABLE. POSITION DEVELpolling station in Lumpkin. Call
OPS ADVERSITY AND PROMO3?,09 to claim.
TIONAL MATERIALS FOR UB
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/28
EVENTS. APPLICATIONS IN
LOST: Meterology today tex1book
ROOM 201 UNION. DUE BY
NOVEMBER 18. THIS IS A VOLin BB 218A. If found please call
(618)829-3887.
UNTEER POSITION.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/28
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/18
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Oh my goodness, oh my goodness, It's Kristi Roman's Birthday.
Make sure you sleep in Julie's
bed tonight-OooooH! Love, your
roommates.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/17
Come join in community
Thanksgiving Dinner- Thurs. 6:00
Meat & Rolls furnished. Bring
your own table service and dish
to share. Being held First
Christian Church. 4th & Jackson.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/17
To the men of Kappa Delta Rho:
We are looking forward to
Bowling tonight! See you there.
The women of Alpha Sigma
Alpha.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/17
Amy Kosifas of Alpha Sigma
Alpha: Congratulations on being
elected second vice-president of
Panhel. Your sisters know you will
do a great job!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/17
The women of Sigma Sigma
Sigma would like to wish everyone a safe, Happy Thanksgiving
break.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/17
KEVIN DREW: Get ready for a
crazy night. Your mom can't wait
to see you!
_ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ 11/17
AMY HEEREN: HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO OUR FAVORITE DAILY
EASTERN NEWS REPORTER
FROM YOUR FRIENDS IN
SPRINGFIELD: ROGER, HOLLY,
ED, EVE, NICK, MINDY,
FLETCHER, ALAN-MICHAEL,
ALEXANDRA, MATT, VANESSA,
DYLAN, BRIDGET, DAVID,
ELENI, FRANK, NADINE, ROSS,
BLAKE, TANGIE, ALAN , JENNA,
LUCY, JOSH, STAVROS, GILLY,
SID, HENRY, H.B., AND BUZZ!
TURN ON THE LIGHT.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/17
TKE GUYS- thanks for the gifts
and stopping in for a bit. The
Sororities.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/17

JEN KOHL: Congratulations on
being lavaliered to Alan
Davenport of Sigma Phi Epsilon.
I'm so happy for you both. Alpha
Phi love, Jen.
~--------11/17
Angie Jensik, your husband
appreciates and loves you. Thank
you for always being there. Greg.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/17
Kristi Roman "Bambi" Happy
B'day Precious! Get ready for U
of I tonight You've going to end
up like that night a.t Spectators.
Love, Jill "Ariel" ·
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ 11/17
Mindy & Klutch- I miss my parents! We have to go out soon!
Than.ks for everything. I love you
both. DZ love & mine, Jenny.
11/17
o""=E.,..,LT"'"s,,..:-1,--J-CCU-CSCCCT~Wc,-A.,-,N-,,T=-E=-o TO
THANK YOU FOR ALWAYS
MAKING ME FEEL SO SPECIAL.
I THINK YOU GUYS ARE THE
BEST AND FEEL LUCKY TO
REPRESENT YOU! HAVE A
GREAT THANKSGIVING AND
ENJOY THE BREAK. I'll MISS
YOU AND SEE ALL OF YOU
WHEN WE GET BACK! LOVE,
TRACEY.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11 /17
PAIGE PARKER- Congratulations
on being elected Secretary of
Panhellenic Council, your roomie
is proud of you!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11 /17
EMILY KEAL AND CHRISTINE
CIZEK OF AST: CONGRATULATl ON S ON GOING ACTIVE !
LOVE, HILARY.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/17
Jen Canaday of Sigma Kappa:
Congratulations on going active.
We'll go out and celebrate soon!
Love, your dad.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/ 17
Erin Wienke, I'm so proud of you!
You'll make an awesome active.
Have a great Thanksgiving. Sig
Kap love, Missy.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11 /17

BRIAN MCGAVIC OF DELTA
TAU DELTA: GET READY FOR
TONIGHT. YOUR MOM CAN'T
WAIT TO MEET YOU!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/17
Todd Dusek of Delta Tau Delta:
Your mom can't wait to meet
you! See you tonight
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -11/17
To the men of Sigma Nu: Have
a great Thanksgiving break! I'll
bring back Grandma's cookies!
Love, Carrie.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/17
CONGRATS TO SAM MUSIAL
AND SAM BAKER ON GETTING PINNED . A-PHI LOVE,
CELE AND KERRI.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/ 17
"Kristin" Roman- to my bestest
friend, Happy Birthday! Lets
hope theirs no barns at U of I &
please , please , don 't go to
Disney Land . As A l ways,
"Jenny".
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/17
DENISE BAUER OF ALPHA
PHI: THANKS FOR EVERYTHING! l'M SO GLAD THAT
YOU'RE MY MOMMY. HAVE A
GREAT THANKSGIVING. I'll
MISS YOU. LOVE, CARRIE.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/17
Jeffery Bell of Delta Chi: You're
the best dad ever. Have a great
Thanksgiving. Love, your A-Phi
Kiddo, Carrie.
_ __ __ _ _ _ _ 11 / 17

DELTA SIGS, CONGRATULATIONS TO THE NEW ACTIVES.
·YOU FINALLY MADE IT . TO
ALL YOU GUYS, ENJOY YOUR
THANKSGIVING BREAD. PHI
SIG LOVE, TIFFANY.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11 / 17
Carley, congratulations on going
active. Your AGS is proud of
you! Can't wait til fall '95! Phi sig love, Tiffany.
'
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/ 17
MANSION MAN (RUSS BUS)ARE YOU READY FOR YOUR
SURPRISE? COME "OVA HA" .
SIGMA LOVE, THE 7TH ST.
GIRLS.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11 /17
To our Si gma Man Darren
WhiteHave
a
great
Thanksgiving break! Love, the
ladies of Tri-Sigma.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11 /17
DAVE G. OF SIGMA NU:
CONGRATULATIONS ON 20
YEARS OF CjlEAM CHEESE
AND LOOFA SPUNGES MANY
MORE.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11 /17
HEATHER FAY: CONGRATS
ON GOING ACTIVE! MY KID
FINALLY MADE IT! TAU LOVE,
CARRIE.
--~------11 /17

Advertise with the Daily Eastern
News Classifieds. Office Hours
are M-F 8:00-4:30 in BB 127.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _haoo

by Bill Watterson
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*The 10 words for $1 is available to any non-commercial individual who wishes to sell an item or items priced lower than
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Injury will keep Conway out of final game
Senior offensive tackle Duane
Conway will not play in the final giµne
of his college career Saturday, still
nursing his torn triceps that has forced
him to miss the past four contests.
Defensive tackle Kendrick Hall
should have his injured shoulder in
gear enough to play this weekend
against Southern Illinois, and tailback
Kelvyn Russell, who did not play
against Western Kentucky because of
an ankle injury, should be ready to go
as well.
Safety James Dorsey and tight end
Mark Thiessen both came out of last
week's game with minor injuries, but
should play on Saturday.
• Tailback Willie High, already No.
6 on the Panther all-time rushing list
with 2,608 yards, could move up to No.
4 after Eastern faces Southern on
Saturday. The junior needs just 83
more yards to surpass DuWayne Pitts

to overtake that fourth spot.
High leads the Gateway Conference
in rushing with 989 yards, and with 11
more yards, will have his second
straight 1,000 yard season. He would
become the fifth Panther to put together back-to-back 1,000 yard rushing
seasons. Last year he finished with
1,487.
• Middle linebacker Tim Carver is
also on pace for a milestone - actually
a pair of them. Carver has 165 tackles,
which leads the Gateway, and he is
just eight away from setting the
Eastern single season mark, which is
currently held by 1984 graduate
Tyrone Covington with 172.
Carver also has 413 career tackles,
which leaves him just 13 away from
the school record of 426 set by Jeff
Mills in 1989.
• With Eastern getting a pair of
field goals blocked during last week's

win over Western Kentucky, coach Bob
Spoo has become a bit concerned at the
inconsistency of his entire kicking
game - from long-snapper Aaron Hill
to the blocking up front to kicker Steve
Largent.
"There's a number of factors," Spoo
said of why the Panthers have been so
prone to having kicks blocked of late.
"It starts with the snapper. The snap
has to be crisp and low enough, and
the protection's got to be solid. We
don't have what we had last year. Back
then we had big bodied guys, guys that
could hold their own.
"The only guy we've got is Chris
Dunkle. Otherwise, we've got 240
pound Charlie Roche, and Hill, who's
down to about 250 now. The protection
is harder to come by, so that's why it's
so critical to get the snap there.
''.And the last element is the kicker
himself, and elevating the ball. That

requires technique and foot-placement,
and getting into a rhythm."
Largent's kicks, on both point-afterattempts and field goals, have been
considerably lower from takeoff the
past three weeks than in the past.
Spoo said that the junior kicker is
working on it, as well as his other
duties.
"I think it was unfair to have Steve
doing all three things," Spoo said,
accounting for his place kicking, kickoffs and punting. "Ifels really done the
best he can, but I think (punting) has
led to a drop-off in his kicking.
"Steve's worked a couple of drills to
get the ball elevated, and if we can get
the level of the snap to where we can
set it on the ground immediately (on
the hold), then it's going to improve
everything."

- Compiled by Randy Liss

Lady Panther hoops McElroy_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
team playing team
from Portugal today
~

By JOHN BATES
Staff writer

The Lady Panthers begin
their 1994-95 basketball
season with an exhibition
game against the Portugal
National Team in Lantz
Gymat7p.m.
The Portugal women's
team consists of the top
women basketball players
in the various clubs in that
country.
"We want to play a tough
team," coach Klein said of
the visitors. "I think it prep ares a team just like a
tough non-conference schedule does."
Just how tough the
Portugal team is is somewhat of a mystery, since
Klein hadn't received any
game tape on the team until
Wednesday. Klein said he
will review the tape to
determine the team's playing style before deciding on
a starting lineup sometime
this morning.
Klein said tonight's start-

ing lineup will not be final
for the rest of the season
since he is still learning
more on his squad's six
freshmen . He also said
some of the returning players will be used in roles that
they are not normally accustomed to.
Klein will use the Portugal game and the first several games of the regular
season to evaluate the
team.
"It's a chance for us to
gel. It's not something to
base your whole season on,"
Klein said. "I just expect to
see a team improve immensely as the year goes on."
The Lady Panthers did
ju~t that last season, and
according to Klein, the
returning players are anxious to pick up where they
left off.
But Klein believes the
team will come out "rough"
at the start of the season.
The Lady Panthers will
start their regular season at
Kansas State on Nov. 25.

From Page 12

though he goes to a smaller
school than most of the guys
who will be participating,
he thinks he can compete
with players from bigger
Division I-A institutions.
"I'm really ready t o see
what .they're made of,"
McElroy said. "All you ever
hear is that (Division) I-AA
schools don't play the tough
competition week in and
week out.
"I really think I can play
with these guys."
Panther defensive coordinator John Smith said that
McElroy has worked hard

for the honor.
"It's something he deserves and I think he'll
make us proud," Smith. said.
"It will give him an opportunit y to go against some of
the top receivers in t he
nation."
Smith also said that
while Ray's talent is exceptional, he is still very raw.
According to Smith, most
seniors have what amounts
to eight seasons of football
under their belts - four in
the fall and four during
spring practices.
But since McElroy is on
the track team in the
spring, he hasn't participat-

• From Page 12

trying to bring a .500 record back to the
Eastern squad.
"We put ourselves in a position the last
three weeks so that we could have a chance
to have a winning season, and that's something that we haven't had since I've been
here."
"It's starting to hit me slowly," McElroy
said. "I was just saying to the guys, 'this is
the last time I'll be putting on these pads.'
"I'm trying not to think about it too
much so I don't get too emotional. I've got
to save all that for Saturday. It's going to

ed in spring workouts.
"Ray's never gone through a spring with (the
football t eam) because of
track ," Smith said . "He's
still got a lot of learning to
do."
Most N ational Football
League t eams have seen
McElroy's t alents, but according t o Ray, it is a good
opportunity to test his skills
against t he nation's elite
football players.
"There are only a few pro
teams that have not seen
me," McElroy said. "I definitely have a shot, so this is
a great chance to measure
my talents."

be emotional enough as it is."
Head coach Bob Spoo commended his
seniors for working through tough times
this season.
"Maybe they don't have certain skills
that other senior classes had, but the one
thing they do have is det ermination," Spoo
said. "They've held together. They're st rong
group of guys and they have great character."
As for the game, McE lroy said the whole
team is focused on getting the job done.
"Everybody knows the importance of this
game. We don't anticipate a letdown at
all."
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Perdue dunk gives Bulls last-second win
SAN ANTONIO (AP) - Will
Perdue's dunk shot with less
than a second left Wednesday
night boosted the Chicago Bulls
to a 94-92 victory over the San
Antonio Spurs.
Perdue caught a perlect pass
from Scottie Pippen, who was
double-teamed at the top of the
key, and streaked in for the
easy basket, giving Chicago its
second straight roa d victory
despite another 30-point effort
from San Antonio's David
Robinson.
Ron Harper, who has struggled since joining the Bulls as a

free agent, scored 27 points,
including 12 in the fourth quarter to pace Chicago's victory.
Steve Kerr and B.J. Armstrong
scored 13 points and Pippen
added 12 points and team-high
totals of seven rebounds and
nine assists.
Harper gave Chicago the
lead for good with a 3-point basket with 5:29 left and scored
eight points during that span to
lead the Bulls to the comeback
victory.
Chuck Person's 3-point shot
with five seconds forced a 92-92
tie before Perdue, who had six

t From Page 12
season for Vanessa. She's been getting lost
in what Kaaryn is doing, but she hasn't
complained. And that's a testament to
her."
While Sadler has been carrying the
team offensively this year, Wells has put
up solid numbers of her own, both offensively and defensively.
Ironically, Wells was recruited by
Ralston as a setter. Early last year, when
she wasn't getting the playing time she
wanted, she asked Ralston if she could do
some hitting.
Last season Wells split her time
between hitting and setting. This year,
she believes she's found her niche as an
outside hitter.
"I enjoy hitting a lot more than setting,"
Wells said. "It's much less stressful. But I
have lots of work to do on my hitting. I

" From Page 12

Freshman Kara Harper
(1,326 assists), who shattered
the single-season assists record for a freshman as well as
overall, was also a first-team
selection. The previous singleseason assist record was held
by Donna Sicher (1,236 assists
in 1988). The freshman record
was held by Amy Van Eekeren
(903 in 1990).
Meanwhile, sophomore
Vanessa Wells (318 kills, 373
digs), arguably the team's
most improved player, was
named to the second team.
Freshman Monica Brown (94
overall blocks) and senior Amy

ll
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points, decided it. San Antonio
had a final chance to send the
game into overtime, but a desperation pass to Robinson was
broken up under the basket.
Robinson paced the Spurs
with 30 points, 12 rebounds
and seven blocked shots.
Robinson, who scored at least
30 points for the fourth straight
game, tied a franchise record
with six blocked shots in the
fourth quarter.
The loss was San Antonio's
second in two nights and
snapped a three-game home
winning streak.

don't have the experience that Kaaryn
does."
Ralston said it is Wells' defense that
has made her a complete player.
"She has played the best defense of anybody on the team over the last couple of
weeks," Ralston said. "Her defense has
improved tremendously.
"Our defense revolves around our left
side players. She's giving Kara (Harper)
all of the passes so she can set Kaaryn."
Wells earned second team all-conference honors this year and is currently
third in the conference in digs with 3.5 per
game, fifth in service aces with .50 per
game and 12th in kills with 2.9 per game.
In team statistics, Wells trails only
Sadler in kills and digs, but leads the
team in service aces.
And while Sadler is the undisputed
team leader, Wells carries on some leadership duties of her own.

Poynton were honorable mentions.
"It's a great honor to have
this many players nominated,''
head coach Betty Ralston said.
"I'm glad that Vanessa got
noticed. Everybody tends to
look at our team and looks at
Kaaryn. But Vanessa has done
her share of the work.
"Everyone who -was named
to the team really deserved it."
Wells, who had 116 kills and
218 digs as a freshman, said
that she was not expecting
such an honor to come her way.
"I was really thrilled and
surprised,'' Wells said. "I think
the fact that we've gotten our
middle hitters into the attack

Harper's driving layup gave
Chicago a 58-57 lead with 3:21
left in the third quarter, giving
the Bulls the lead for the first
time since the early stages of
the game.
Both teams swapped the lead
in the final stages of the third
quarter until Avery Johnson's
layup pulled San Antonio into a
69-69 tie after three quarters.
San Antonio tied a franchise
record with only 10 field goal
attempts in the third quarter.
The mark was first reached
against Detroit on Nov. 16,
1980.

''This year I've tried to lead the team as
much as I could," she said. "Next year, I'll
be ready to move up."
"She'll definitely be one of the leaders
next year," said Ralston. "She's just a very
steady player, alway~ complimentary to
her teammates. That's the kind of person
you want to be a leader."
As Eastern heads into this weekend's
conference tournament held in Lantz
Gym, Ralston is counting on Wells, and
Wells is counting on the rest of her teammates.
"We need her to stay strong," Ralston
said. 'We need more people than just one
to put the ball away. We don't win just
because of Kaaryn."
"I can't wait to play," Wells said. "The
whole team is so ready and so up for it.
Everybody wants this so bad.
"I hate to jinx myself, but I think we'll
come out on top."

has Kaaryn and myself out.
We've really played well as a
team, so I think that has helped us too."
Sadler, who was also named
this week's conference player
of the week, the third time she
has received the honor, agrees
with Wells of putting the team
first and individual concerns
second.
"I simply go out and play my
best so the team can win ,"
Sadler said. "I didn't know
how I would do this year, but
from the start I wasn't worried
about individual expectations
or caught up with my statistics.
"Getting kills is the glory,''

Sadler said. "But for us to be
able to win is the most important thing for me. I think the
whole team concept has helped
us individually."
But Sadler, who was the
Mid-Con player of the week for
the first and now last week of
the season, doesn't boast of
hers el£
"For myself, I have never
thought of myself as anyone
special,'' Sadler said. "Maybe
other athletes say that, but I
really mean it. I've just never
thought of myself as that kind
of player. I'm very critical of
my play. Maybe other people
think I'm special, but I really
don't."
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motivational factor for this year's athletes.
"I met with every kid on every team
upgrade our facilities. We have to continue before the season and told them we'd buy
to make everything look good," McBee them all rings if they won a conference
said. "Financially, everybody wants the championship,'' McBee said. "That's somemoon, but there are little things we can do thing they can walk away with and 20
to take care of everyone, and that's what years from now remember what they
accomplished at Eastern.
we want to do first.
"I'd like to find the money (to pay for
"If you've got a lot of little things wrong,
perception is reality. Just like if you've got rings) rather than be mediocre."
McBee concedes that bringing quality
a lot of things right, perception is reality.
The way the place looks means a lot to a student-athletes to Eastern is harder than
doing so at larger institutions, but he
recruit coming in to check the place out."
In less than six months here, McBee thinks the school has coaches who can do
has seen to the improvement of seating in that.
"I want us to be competitive," McBee
Lantz Gym, the resurlacing of the track at
O'Brien Stadium and the planning for new said. 'We have good athletes, and we cerlighting in Lantz Fieldhouse, among other tainly have good coaches. They just have to
work a little bit harder (than coaches at
projects.
"I know what needs to be done facility- other schools) to attract the good studentwise, and that helps," McBee said. athletes.
"We're not going to get the kid who
"(Associate Athletic Director) Ron Paap
and I went on a tour of the campus the makes a 29 on the ACT and weighs 260
first week I was here, and he must have pounds. He's going to go to Duke or
made 10 pages of notes of things that Stanford or another major academic instineeded to be done, and we've done most of tution. But we're going to get the kid who
makes a 25 and weighs 210 pounds and
those.
will make a good student-athlete.
"It's getting time to do that again."
"Sometimes you have to take kids who
As for the part of his plan regarding
winning, McBee says he provided an extra are going to develop over the long haul
• From Page 12

rather than what the (larger) schools call a
'finished product."'
He cited as an example junior football
player Tim Carver, who holds a 3.9 gradepoint average and is only 13 tackles short
of the school's career record.
"He's as good a linebacker as I've seen,
and he's an excellent student. Same thing
with some of our volleyball players and
some of our softball players.
"They might have only average talent
(when they come to Eastern) but they have
(intelligence), and they can take that next
step. Athletics does help with discipline."
McBee says putting the best possible
student-athletes on Eastern's courts and
fields would increase the number of wins
and the number of fans in the stands.
"It's family entertainment and highquality entertainment," McBee said.
"Senior citizens and kids are a big part of
that. Anybody on our staff who loses sight
of that is probably in the wrong business.
"You don't sell kids on yourself or the
program. You sell them on the entire situation. Eastern's got a lot to offer - a lot of
majors, which is certainly attractive.
"Eastern has an excellent reputation,
and I think we've made a lot of progress in
a lot of different areas."
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Living behind a star Senior grid
Wells content
players
ready
as No. 2 hitter,
well, for now
for final game
By TIM BROZENEC

Staff writer

JOHN COX/Staff photographer
Sophomore outside hitter Vanessa Wells, left, goes up for
a block during practice Wednesday at Lantz Gym. The
Lady Panthers next play in the Mid-Continent Conference
Tournament at 8 p.m. Friday night at Lantz Gym.

On almost any other team,
Vanessa Wells woulq be getting all of the headlines.
After all, the sophomore
outside hitter from Grayville
has all of the tools - aggressiveness, court awareness
and good reflexes, just to
name a few - that would
make any volleyball player
successful.
Eastern volleyball coach
Betty Ralston thinks she can
explain why Wells isn't getting all of the kudos.
"The problem with Vanessa is that she plays the
same position as Kaaryn
(Sadler)," Ralston said.
Everyone knows about
Sadler. She's the first
Eastern volleyball player to
register more than 500 kills
in a season. She's the school's
all-time kills leader. And the
list could go on and on.
And so can Ralston, when
it comes to talk of Wells'
· potential.
"She might not be as
flashy as Kaaryn, but she'll
more than likely be breaking
·a lot of Kaaryn's records in
the next two years," she said.
''This has been a very solid
t See WELLS Page 11

Volleyballers net 5 jon all-league team
'"'

By ANTHONY NASELLA
Staff writer

Not only has the Eastern volleyball team
achieved its best season ever during its
tenure in the Mid-Continent Conference, the
team can also boast an abundance of players
nominated to the all-conference team.
The Lady Panthers, who will look to cap-

ture the Mid-Con Postseason Championship
this weekend at Lantz Gym, had five players
selected to the West Division All-Conference
team.
Senior outside hitter Kaaryn Sadler (533
kills, 479 digs), who is sure to be one of top
candidates for conference player of the year,
was named to the first team.
" See HONORS Page 11

By PAUL DEMPSEY
Associate sports editor

The Eastern football team
headed out to the practice field
on Wednesday for its final allout practice of the season.
Today and Friday, the
Panthers (5-5) will practice in
half-pads as it prepares for its
final game of the season on
Saturday against Southern
Illinois.
While most of the team will
start to look to next year after
Saturday's contest is over, 12
seniors will be suiting up for
their last game as Eastern
football players.
Offensively, receivers Jason
Calabrese and Greg Jensik,
tight end Mark Thiessen, and
offensive linemen Don Mensik,
Mike Richart and Duane
Conway will dress in their
Panther blue for the last time.
Mensik and Conway will be
on the sidelines, but will not
play because of injuries.
Calabrese said that he will
miss playing, but would love to
win and finish with a winning
record at 6-5.
"I kind of feel sad. It's probably the last time Fll put on
pads," Calabrese said. "But it
would be a great feeling going
out as a winner."
Thiessen said that he will
definitely miss playing football
for Eastern, but is not calling it
the end just yet.
"I'm going to enjoy it while I
have it," Thiessen said. "I'm
glad to be a part of this group
and to go out as winners."
On the defensive side of the
ball, five seniors will watch
their Panther careers come to
an end.
Defensive linemen Kevin

McElroy
selected for
all-star game
By PAUL DEMPSEY
Associate sports editor

Christmas vacation is
usually a time for rest and
relaxation for most studen'.ts.
But for Ray McElroy, it
will probably be the toughest day of his life.
McElroy, a cornerback
on Eastern's football team,
has been chosen to play in
the Blue-Gray All-Star
football game on Dec. 25 in
Montgomery, Ala.
The annual' contest pits
the best college football
players in the nation against each other in a nationally televised game.
"It's a great honor," McElroy said. "I'm really excited and happy about
going."
McElroy said that al.,. See McELROY Page 10
Zeng and Chris Wilkerson,
linebackers Paul Pennington
and Mike Miller and cornerback Ray McElroy will all be
playing their final game.
"It's hard to believe I'm coming down to the end of it,"
Wilkerson said of his career at
Eastern. "Five years is a long
time."
Wilkerson said that the
team has done a great job of
• See SENIORS Page 10

ATHLETICS 2000: McBEE AND THE FUTURE

Where do we go from here?
"There's no advantage in going to Division II,"
McBee said. "If you just look at the (non-revenue)
sports, because of the lack of Division II teams, your
travel costs are about the same.
"There would be no advantage in us going to
Division II or Division III - none whatsoever. If that
was even remotely a possibility, I would have found
that out in (my) selection process. I don't think that
would be a good move for Eastern."
By ROBERT MANKER
Senior reporter
McBee's comments about Division I-AA nonscholarship football are much the same - it's not
Bob McBee wants two fears put to rest.
going to happen.
The Eastern athletic director says the school will
"It's only in the East that you have I-AA nonnot drop from the ranks of NCAA Division I and has scholarship football," McBee said, adding that
no plans to lower its football classification from I-AA Indiana schools such as Valparaiso and Evansville
to I-AA non-scholarship.
also offer it. "It's primarily in schools where they're
Both have been commonly rumored as necessary hurting for admissions.
''We added it at Robert Morris, and it was primarin the wake of the many challenges the department
has faced and will continue to face in the future.
ily to add to the quality of student life. There was
"I don't know who started that," McBee said of just nothing to do there on the weekends. That's not
the rumored move to Division II, where Eastern's the way for us to go.
teams enjoyed much success in the 1970s, or lower.
''The {iuality of football is just so much different.

Facilities, winning,
academics biggest
priorities in future

It would be like us playing a
Lock Haven (which Eastern
beat 45-10 on Sept. 17) every
week, or somebody of that caliber."
So here's the take on McBee
- he wants Eastern's sports
teams to win, he wants the
school to graduate educated
student-athletes and he wants
coaches who can deliver both at
the Division I level while playing by the rules.
That may seem a pretty tall
order, but the Eastern athletic director says he can
deliver. To accomplish this, McBee proposes an
agenda whereby interest in and revenue for Eastern
athletics would increase in relation to an improvement in facilities and winning percentages.
''We just wanted to go in and continuously try to
• See McBEE Page 11

